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Score Keeping RO's
Scorekeeping RO
Refer to Current Volume 1 GLOCK Report for complete rules and procedures

Be sure all spectators and competitors are wearing adequate eye and ear protection.
Greet the squad and take the scoresheets in the order arranged by the Sign-In Range
Officer.
Call out the shooting order and remind the “on deck” competitor to be ready when scoring is
complete. They may handle all equipment, except for their firearms.
Regularly ask for help pasting targets and re-setting steel from those not “up” or “on deck”.
It’s up to the competitors how long they wish to wait for their turn to shoot. The more
assistance the Range Officers have, the faster each person will get to shoot.
Check competitors’ pistol to be sure it matches entry label on scoresheet. If illegal parts are
being used, move to Master Unlimited and notify the Range Master. Changes to scoresheet
must be reported to Registration.
Range Officer will give range commands to the competitor.
Watch competitor engage D-1’s and steel targets. Only 2 shots per string (1 for MajorSub)
are allowed on D-1 targets. Steel may be engaged until it falls. Only one pepper popper
may be scored per string. If more than one pepper popper is shot down during the same
string, it will be recorded as a miss for the next string(s).
Record steel hits, string times and repeat the time given by the Chief Range Officer.
After the final string of fire is complete, double check with the range officer to be certain
range is safe. Proceed downrange with shooter.
Repeat hits as they are called by Chief Range Officer.
Have competitor stay with you as targets are scored.
If it appears the bullet diameter touches or breaks the line, give the competitor the higher
score.
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Be sure competitor agrees with your scoring as you pass each target. Once target is pasted,
it’s too late to change the score. No exceptions.
If there’s a question, pull the target and show Range Master.
Ask competitor to initial scoresheet and hand them the bottom copy. If they do not sign the
scoresheet without any objections, it will be accepted as is.
Unsigned scoresheets with objections will be handled by the Range Master.
Retain the original scoresheet until being collected by the match staff.
If any problems occur, call the GSSF Range Master.
Any changes to scoresheet must be reported to Registration.
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